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ABSTRACT
We explore the interplay between supernovae and the ionizing radiation of their progenitors in star forming regions. The relative
contributions of these stellar feedback processes are not well understood, particularly on scales greater than a single star forming
cloud. We focus predominantly on how they affect the interstellar medium. We re-simulate a 500 pc2 region from previous work
that included photoionization and add supernovae. Over the course of 10 Myr more than 500 supernovae occur in the region.
The supernovae remnants cool very quickly in the absence of earlier photoionization, but form much larger and more spherical
hot bubbles when photoionization is present. Overall, the photoionization has a significantly greater effect on gas morphology
and the sites of star formation. However, the two processes are comparable when looking at their effect on velocity dispersion.
When combined, the two feedback processes increase the velocity dispersions by more than the sum of their parts, particularly
on scales above 5 pc.

Key words: ISM: supernova remnants – ISM: clouds – methods: numerical – hydrodynamics – HII regions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Stellar feedback has long been thought to be a key factor driving both
the global gas dynamics and thermal distribution of the interstellar
medium, and regulating the star formation rate in galaxies. In numer-
ical simulations, the earliest work including stellar feedback assumed
supernovae feedback (Katz 1992), and showed that on galaxy scales,
feedback resulted in the redistribution of matter and angular mo-
mentum away from the centre of the galaxy. Over the next decade
or so most work focused on the uncertainty of how to model super-
novae feedback in order to produce realistic disc galaxies (Navarro
& White 1993; Thornton et al. 1998; Sommer-Larsen et al. 1999;
Springel 2000; Efstathiou 2000; Thacker & Couchman 2000, 2001;
Scannapieco et al. 2006; Stinson et al. 2006; Governato et al. 2007;
Keller et al. 2014; Kimm et al. 2015; Gentry et al. 2017). Typically in
these simulations supernovae (SNe) needed to be inserted as kinetic
energy or with cooling turned off to be effective without sufficient
resolution (Kay et al. 2002; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012; Hopkins
et al. 2018a). The role of ionizing radiation was comparatively less
well explored (Haehnelt 1995; Gerritsen & Icke 1997; Kravtsov &
Yepes 2000), though Stinson et al. (2013) proposed a feedbackmodel
whereby early energy injection resembles UV radiation. This feed-
back was found to be more effective than SNe alone, and following
on from this, numerous papers have argued that pre-supernovae feed-
back is essential to model galaxies (e.g. Agertz et al. 2013; Hu et al.
2016; Hopkins et al. 2018b; Emerick et al. 2018).
On smaller scales, in simulations of isolated galaxies the inclu-

sion of feedback is found to be necessary to obtain realistic Giant
Molecular Cloud (GMC) and Interstellar Medium (ISM) properties
(Dobbs et al. 2011; Grisdale et al. 2018). Clustering of supernovae
also appears to be important to produce superbubbles (Kim et al.
2017; Kim et al. 2018). In Dobbs et al. (2011) the feedback is nomi-
nally supernovae feedback, but the main role of the feedback is that

there needs to be some addition of energy to the molecular cloud
which is capable of disrupting the gas. Recent work has also focused
on pre-supernova feedback mechanisms of thermal and momentum
feedback from HII regions (Vandenbroucke &Wood 2019; Jeffreson
et al. 2020, 2021), FUV feedback (Benincasa et al. 2020; Kim &
Ostriker 2017) in addition to SNe, and the resulting GMC properties
in galaxy scale simulations.

Observations have highlighted the role of feedback prior to su-
pernovae in dispersing the gas surrounding stellar clusters (Calzetti
et al. 1997; Blum et al. 2001; Hollyhead et al. 2015; Grasha et al.
2019; Chevance et al. 2020; McLeod et al. 2021; Chevance et al.
2022). These show that the timescale for clusters to emerge from the
embedded phase appears to be of a few to several Myr. Similarly
simulations of clusters subject to ionizing feedback have shown that
ionization can deplete most if not all of the gas from the natal molec-
ular cloud (e.g. Dale et al. 2012, 2013; Colín et al. 2013; Geen et al.
2016; Ali et al. 2018; Grudić et al. 2018; Fukushima et al. 2020).
The implications for supernovae are then that supernovae will occur
in low density, already ionized regions (Walch & Naab 2015; Peters
et al. 2017; Kannan et al. 2020), rather than in denser gas (de Avillez
2000; Dobbs et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2020), or randomly in the ISM
(Joung & Mac Low 2006; Hill et al. 2012).

Several papers have looked at the impact of supernova feedback
in HII regions, such that the supernova feedback is inserted into gas
which is already ionized (Walch & Naab 2015; Peters et al. 2017;
Butler et al. 2017; Colling et al. 2018; Haid et al. 2019; Lucas et al.
2020; Kannan et al. 2020). Most of these simulations adopt a verti-
cally stratified, or shearing box. Rathjen et al. (2021) model a vertical
slice of the galaxy and test supernova only feedback versus including
photoionization and winds initially as well, and show that the latter
produces cluster and cloud properties in better agreement with obser-
vations. Generally, with the exception of Butler et al. (2017), ionizing
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feedback is found to have a stronger effect on the star formation rate
than supernovae, whilst Kannan et al. (2020) find that photoionzia-
tion combined with supernovae is stronger at driving outflows. Some
of these studies find that the impact of a supernova event is limited
due to the prior ionizing feedback, and the supernova simply acts to
heat already low density gas to ∼ 108 K (Peters et al. 2017; Lucas
et al. 2020). By contrast, when ionization is omitted, the supernova
has a greater effect when the energy is instead inserted into cold gas
(Lucas et al. 2020). Some of these studies however only simulate
one supernovae (Walch & Naab 2015; Lucas et al. 2020), or contain
relatively few feedback producing sinks or stars (Peters et al. 2017).
Along a spiral arm, multiple dense gas clouds occur close together
with multiple ionisation regions and supernovae occurring close to-
gether or overlapping rather than in isolation. Supernovae occurring
in one cluster or cloud could potentially impact a neighbouring cloud,
especially along dense spiral arms. We saw some evidence of the lat-
ter but for ionization in our previous work (Bending et al. 2020).
Stellar feedback has also long been associated with driving tur-

bulence in the interstellar medium (see e.g. reviews by Mac Low &
Klessen 2004; Elmegreen & Scalo 2004). Simulations by Colling
et al. (2018) show that stellar feedback and shear lead to a Larson
type relation (Larson 1981) but the velocity dispersions are a factor
2 or so too low. Seifried et al. (2018) show that SNe may have a
limited effect on the velocity dispersion of the ISM if they occur
outside clouds, and also that they appear to have limited impact at
larger (>50 pc) scale lengths.
In this paper we study photoionizing and supernova feedback in

clusters forming along a section of spiral arm. We investigate how
effective supernova feedback is compared with ionization on these
scales where multiple supernovae are occurring. We also investigate
the environments where supernovae occur, and the impact of ion-
ization and supernovae on the gas dynamics. We cover the details
of the numerical methods and simulations in Section 2. Section 3.1
provides a qualitative overview of our results. We then look more
quantitatively at the distribution of gas in different phases, the veloc-
ity dispersion (turbulence), and cloud properties in Sections 3.2-3.4
respectively. Discussion and our conclusions are found in Section 4.

2 NUMERICAL METHODS

The calculations presented in this paper were performed using
the three-dimensional smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code,
sphNG. The code originated from W. Benz (Benz 1990; Benz et al.
1990), but has since been substantially modified Bate, Bonnell &
Price (1995); Price (2007). The code has been parallelized using
both OpenMP and the message passing interface (MPI). The set up
and initial conditions for the simulations are very similar to those
presented in Bending et al. (2020), but here we add supernovae feed-
back. The details of the calculations, including the initial conditions
and the photoionizing feedback, are described in detail in Bending
et al. (2020), but we also provide a brief summary here.

2.1 Details of simulations

The simulations in this papermodel gas in a section of spiral arm. The
gas is subject to a galaxy potential which comprises of logarithmic
potential (Binney & Tremaine 2008) and a spiral component with
a 2 armed spiral pattern rotating with a fixed pattern speed (Cox &
Gomez 2002). The logarithmic potential provides a Milky Way-like
rotation curve.

Table 1. List of simulations presented. The first two models were also pre-
sented in Bending et al. (2020).

Name ionization Efficiency for SNe
star formation (%)

No Feedback N - Y
Ionization only Y 50 N

SNe only N 50 Y
Both 50% Y 50 Y
Both 10% Y 10 Y

The gas in the simulations is subject to heating and cooling, ac-
cording to Glover & Mac Low (2007), and self gravity. We assume
a constant cosmic ray ionization rate of ZcA = 6 × 10−18 s-1, solar
metallicity and background UV heating from Glover & Mac Low
(2007), in turn from Bakes & Tielens (1994) which is set to 1 �0,
i.e. the Habing (1968) field.

Sink particles are inserted when the gas number density exceeds
1.2 × 104 cm−3 and the conditions for sink formation from Bate
et al. (1995) are met, but we also allow sink formation regardless
of whether these conditions are met if the number density exceeds
1.2 × 106 cm−3. The accretion radius is set to 0.78 pc. All the sink
formation conditions and properties are set the same as Bending et al.
(2020). The boundaries are open, which neglects gas inflow which
may becomemore relevant at late times. We will look into the impact
of this choice in future work.

We include photoionizing feedback as described in Bending et al.
(2020). The method uses a line of sight approach, balancing the
Lyman continuum flux with the recombination rate. The lines of
sight are defined by every gas particle-sink particle pair and are
calculated on the same timestep as the hydrodynamics simulations.
Column densities along lines of sight are calculated by integration
of the line integrals through each overlapping SPH particle’s zone
of compact support. We use a time dependent case-B recombination
rate of 2.7 × 10−13 cm3 s-1 and the on-the-spot approximation to
deal with 13.6 eV photons emitted by re-combinations. Gas which is
ionized is assumed to have a temperature of 104 K.

We use a sampling routine to distribute stars of different masses
to the sinks according to a Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001), roughly
followingGeen et al. (2018). This allows us to trackmassive stars, and
compute each sink particle’s ionizing flux. We follow photoionizing
radiation of stars with masses exceeding 18 "� . In most of our
simulations we take 50% efficiency for our ionization scheme such
that half the mass in each sink particle is considered to be star mass
and the other half gas, but we also run one comparison with only a
10% efficiency (we denote this model ’Both 10%’). We include one
run with photoionizing feedback only (ionization only), which was
already presented in Bending et al. (2020) and was denoted SR_50%
in that paper. The different simulations presented in the paper are
listed in Table 1. All the simulations are run for 9 to 10 Myr.

2.2 Supernovae

We insert supernovae feedback largely using the same approach
as Dobbs et al. (2011), who implement supernovae directly in the
pressure-driven snowplough phase, which occurs after the free ex-
pansion phase and Sedov-Taylor (adiabatic) phase which are not so
well resolved. We partly use this approach so we can compare with
the previous galactic scale simulations.

The main difference in the implementation is that in Dobbs et al.
(2011), particles identified as about to form a sink were used to
determine the radius and density required to determine the velocity
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Supernovae and photoionizing feedback 3

Figure 1. The column density is shown for the models with and without supernova feedback, with no ionization (above) and with ionization (below). Sink
particles are overplotted in white. Without ionization (top), the SNe have a relatively small effect, creating some low density, irregular shaped regions which are
absent when SNe are not included. With ionization (lower panels), the SNe create roughly circular low density regions in warm diffuse HI. The ionization has a
much greater effect than the SNe.

and temperature of the SNe,whereas here, since the SNeoccur around
sinks which have already formed, we simply take the 80 nearest gas
particles.

We insert supernovae for stars of mass > 18"� , as identified
from our sampling scheme. While less massive stars also undergo
SN, they do so over timescales longer than these simulations. For all
stars > 18"� , we determine the time after the star is formed that it
will undergo a supernova event, using the SEBA program (Portegies
Zwart & Verbunt 2012; Toonen et al. 2012). Then at the start of
each timestep we determine if there are any massive stars which have
exceeded their lifetimes.

To input each supernova, firstly we identify the radius ('shock)
which contains the closest 80 SPH particles to the sink where a SN
event is occurring. If multiple supernovae occur at similar times, in a
single sink, we simply increase the energy by a factor of the number
of SN (#SN), however, this occurs in only a very small number of
cases. We then approximate the age of the SNR (C) at this shock

radius following Ikeuchi et al. (1984), as described in the appendix
of Dobbs et al. (2011). Following Ikeuchi et al. (1984) and Cioffi
et al. (1988) we determine the temperature and velocity of the SN
remnant, again as described in our previous work.

2.3 Evolution of simulations

Dobbs et al. (2011) find that this numerical approach agrees well with
analytic solutions of supernovae remnants as long as the timesteps are
not too long. Saitoh & Makino (2009) also point out the dangers of
neighbouring particles being on very different individual timesteps
when dealing with explosive problems. We implement a timestep
limiter to ensure timesteps are small enough for gas affected by
SNe. We alter the global timestep for the simulation according to
the radius of the supernova remnant divided by the sound speed
of the gas. We tested this method by comparing our results using
10 times shorter timesteps than predicted by our algorithm, and
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Figure 2. The column density is shown for the models with No feedback, and with both supernova feedback, with ionization, with the 10% efficiency (middle
panel, ‘Both 10%’ model) and 50% efficiency (right, ‘Both 50%’ model). The efficiency reflects the amount of gas which is assumed to be converted to stars
within a sink, and which leads to stellar feedback. The ‘Both 10%’ model appears more realistic compared to the other models, as the feedback does not entirely
disrupt the spiral arm, but is having some effect particularly in the upper part of the spiral arm.

checking that there was no difference in the temperature evolution.
This is probably a more conservative approach compared to most
methods but ensures that problems with timesteps are avoided, and
we can follow supernovae where the temperatures are as high as 108

K.
As shown in Table 1, we study the effects of adding SNe to two sim-

ulations, one with ionization (labelled ‘Both 50%’) and one without
ionization (labelled ‘SNe only’). We also include SNe in our ’Both
10%’ model, with the lower efficiency for forming stars. In this case
there are fewer massive stars resulting in less photoionization, and
fewer SNe. For most of the results, we compare the first four models,
i.e. we test the impact of SNe with photoionizing feedback and with-
out. However, as shown in Bending et al. (2020), the photoionization
has a big impact on the gas so in the model we label ‘Both 10%’,
we examine what happens when SNe occur with a lower amount of
photoionization.

2.4 Initial conditions

The initial conditions for all the simulations presented in this paper
are the spiral-arm region denoted SR in Bending et al. (2020), they
are are extracted from galaxy scale simulations (Dobbs & Pringle
2013) and scaled up in resolution. The region is 500 pc2 in the plane
of the galaxy and is unlimited in the z-direction. The original galaxy
scale simulations included the same heating and cooling, H2 and
CO chemistry, and underlying spiral galaxy potential as described
in Section 2.1. They also included a simple feedback prescription.
The original particle mass is ≈ 300"� and after increasing the res-
olution the particle mass is ≈ 1"� . The resolution is increased by
splitting the particles and positioning new particles according to the
SPH smoothing kernel, as described in Bending et al. (2020). These
initial conditions benefit from a realistic network of neighbouring
GMCs, situated along a spiral arm, but are typically lower in resolu-
tion compared to initial conditions from spherical turbulent cloud or
turbulent box models.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Evolution of simulations

In all our models, the spiral arm contains molecular clouds which
undergo localised gravitational collapse to form sink particles. We
show snapshots from our 4 main models (No Feedback, SNe only,
Ionization only, Both 50%) in Figure 1. We compare the evolution
with (right panels) and without supernova feedback (left panels),
and with (lower panels) and without (upper panels) photoionization.
The supernovae start occurring from times of around 5 Myr in the
simulations. We show the models without photoionization at slightly
later times for two reasons; firstly that the SNe bubbles are less
obvious at earlier time, and secondly that in the ionization onlymodel
the ionization continues past when supernovae would occur, which
means that at the latest times, some differences in the structure result
from the continuing ionization rather than whether SNe are present.

We find that in both cases supernovae feedback does not make that
much difference to the evolution of the gas on scales >50-100 pc. In
the case without photoionization (top panels), SNe create low density
holes in the gas, most visible near to the clusters emerging from the
spiral arm rather than the spiral arm clouds themselves. In the latter
region, the cooling of the gas may be very efficient such that SNe
quickly cool before having significant impact on the structure. Some
are clearly associated with clusters (e.g. at G ∼ −2.4 kpc, H ∼ 0.02
kpc), whilst the large bubble at G ∼ −2.32 kpc, H ∼ 0.14 kpc is
primarily from SNe occuring in sink particles to the top left, but the
hot gas has channelled through to this region. From ∼ 8 Myr to the
latest time (10.4 Myr), the holes seen in Figure 1 top panel simply
grow slightly larger.

From Figure 1 lower panels, we see that in our fiducial models
(with 50% efficiency), photoionization has a much greater effect on
the gas than the SNe. The photoionization heats up the gas in the
spiral arm and produces warm diffuse HI. The photoionization also
obviously occurs earlier than the SNe. SNe have a noticeable impact
on the gas slightly earlier compared to with no photoionization, but
the morphologies of the SNe bubbles are very different. With pho-
toionization, the SNe create low density, roughly spherical bubbles
and the gas in the regions is diffuse and warm. By contrast without
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Supernovae and photoionizing feedback 5

Figure 3. Temperature cross-section (slice), centred on z=0, for runs with and without feedback. Both the right hand panels have been subjected to around 80
SNe. Sink particles are overplotted in white. Ionization leads to gas at temperatures of ∼ 104 K, which is widespread in the models with ionization. SNe lead to
gas above 106 K, which is located in numerous bubbles in the model with both forms of feedback, but less prolific when only SNe are included.

photoionization, the SNe produce irregular shaped bubbles with a
clearly higher density contrast to the surrounding gas.

In both cases we find that the supernovae feedback does not make
that much difference to the evolution of the gas. The energy injected
by SNe is resisted very effectively by dense gas, it is channelled
into low density regions, including above and below the plane of
the disc, and/or creates them if they do not already exist. This is
the same behaviour seem by other authors in simulations with both
photoionization (Walch & Naab 2015; Lucas et al. 2020) and stellar
winds (Rogers & Pittard 2013).

In Figure 2 we show the structure of the gas in the simulations
with no feedback, and with both photoionizaton and SNe feedback
with different efficiencies. For the Both 10% model, with the lower
efficiency, the photoionization has a lesser effect, though the pho-
toionization is still having a greater effect compared to supernovae.
This model is likely more realistic than the 50% model, as much
more of the dense gas remains, particularly in the lower region of
spiral arm. In the upper region, the morphology of the gas is still
more similar to the Both 50% model, in that supernovae are pro-
ducing large low density bubbles in the diffuse gas. The difference

compared to the Both 50% model is that there is high density, cold
gas still left even where feedback is occurring.

Figure 3 shows the temperature cross-section at the galactic mid-
plane for the four simulations at the time of 7.5 Myr. Again we
see a bigger difference between the simulations with and without
photoionization, compared to with and without supernovae. We see
that much of the gas in the models with photoionization is around 104

K.Wedo see one clear bubble of> 106 K in the supernovae only case,
but generally in the supernovae only case, the SNe sites cool rapidly.
In the runs with both forms of feedback, we see more hot gas and
superbubbles form around the sites of SNe. Here the gas is unable
to cool and we see extended regions of hot gas of size ∼ 100 pc,
corresponding to the bubbles we see in the diffuse gas in the column
density images (Figure 1 lower right). For the Both 10% model
(not shown), the temperature distribution is intermediate between
the No Feedback and Both 50% models, as would be expected with
less photoionizing feedback and fewer SNe. The temperature cross-
sections are similar at later times, up to ∼ 10 Myr. The supernovae
only model still just shows one or two isolated bubbles of hot gas at
later times.

The effects of SNe vary a great deal depending onwhether the ISM
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Figure 4. Ambient density at sites of SNe for the first 580 SNe to occur in
runs 3 and 4, arranged by the order in which they occur. The blue points are
for the run without pre-SN feedback (SNe only), the orange for the run with
both forms of feedback (Both 50%), and the green for the lower feedback run
(Both 10%).

has already been affected by photoionization. In Figure 3, gas heated
by SNe without previous feedback is able to cool quickly around all
but one cluster. However, when SNe occur inside HII regions the
lower density gas is unable to cool and creates large superbubbles
at temperatures above 106 K. Over time these superbubbles begin to
overlap and begin to form a network of > 106 K gas.

One consideration for the models with photoionization is that
in the model without supernovae from Bending et al. (2020), the
sink sub-grid model did not follow the massive star ages for SNe.
This means that photoionizing sinks continue to emit the Lyman
flux of massive stars beyond their lifetimes, and thus the amount of
ionization is overestimated at later times. In the run with supernovae
and photoionization however, the Lyman flux of sinks is reduced
appropriately after each SN event. This doesn’t appear to effect the
densities much (e.g. comparing Figure 1 lower panels) until the latest
times in our simulation. However there is more of an impact on the
temperature distributions, as we show in the next Section.
As mentioned in the Introduction, some models have inserted su-

pernovae primarily in high density gas, whilst others have inserted
them randomly. Simulations that have consistently followed ioniza-
tion and supernovae have tended to simply model one supernovae,
or followed a small number of supernovae, in a single molecular
cloud. Here we can follow many supernovae and so can determine
the range of densities they occur at (with the exception of SNe from
massive stars which are dynamically ejected; we don’t follow these
since we do not resolve cluster dynamics). We show the distribu-
tion of densities at sites of SNe in Figure 4 for the models with
just supernovae, and with both photoionization and supernovae. The
densities are approximated as the average density of the 80 particles
into which the SNe energy is injected. The ambient density in which
SNe occur varies by 4 dex in run 2 and 7 dex in run 4. As is expected
the SNe in the run with photoionization occur at much lower densi-
ties on average. This is in agreement with past work which similarly
find that supernoave occur in gas orders of magnitude less dense if

photoionization is included (Peters et al. 2017; Kannan et al. 2020).
Supernovae do still occur in dense regions in the simulation with
photoionization, but this is clearly atypical.

3.2 Gas phases

To more quantitatively compare the effects of the different feedback
processes on the thermal properties of the ISM, we show temperature
PDFs of the gas at four different times in Figure 5, for the four fiducial
models. For most of the models, we see an indication of peaks in the
PDFs occurring at around 100 and 104 K. These are indicative of
the cold and warm HI phases of the ISM (see also Dobbs et al.
2008). After 0.5 Myr, the PDFs of the different simulations are more
or less identical and reflect the initial conditions taken from the
global galaxy simulations. Feedback in the galaxy scale simulations
included feedback which heated some gas to high temperatures. By
3.3 Myr, the models with photoionization start to show more gas at
104 K, which is the temperature ionization heats the gas to.

By 9.9 Myr, the photoionization only model shows a very large
peak at 104 K and a dearth of gas below 104 K. However the differ-
ences at lower temperatures (102 to 104 K) are unlikely to be realistic
and are a consequence of allowing photoionization to continue past
the point supernovae would occur. This results in a higher Lyman
flux, with the most massive and shortest stars in the simulation due
to undergo supernovae also being those with the highest fluxes. By
contrast, the model which includes both photoionization and super-
novae looks more realistic. This model does not show such a drop
off at intermediate temperatures, and still has a peak at 100 K.

At the later times of 6.6 and 9.9 Myr, we also see that there
is gas lying at temperatures > 106 K which is not present in the
models without supernovae. There is also clearly much more gas at
temperatures > 106 K in the model with both photoionization and
supernovae. This again suggests that the cooling is more efficient in
themodel with supernovae only, where the supernovae occur in dense
gas, compared to the model with both feedback, where supernovae
occur in low density regions and gas remains hot. The temperature
PDF for the ‘Both 10 %’ model lies between those for ‘No feedback’
and ‘Both 50% models.

Figure 6 shows the concentration of SPH particles in density-
temperature phase space. The plot compares the gas from the ‘No
feedback’ run and the ‘Both 10%’ run at the latest time shown in
Figure 5. The ‘No feedback’ run in the left panel shows a two-
phase ISM, with gas preferentially at cold and warm (104 − 2 ×
104 K) temperatures. For the ‘Both 10%’ run in the right panel we
see a multi-phase ISM, the ionisation contributing to gas at 104 K
from moderate to higher densities, and gas above 2 × 104 K due to
supernovae. The transition between the warm ionised medium and
the hot ionised medium is continuous.

3.3 Gas dynamics

In this section we look at the effect of the different feedback mecha-
nisms on the gas dynamics and their ability to drivemotions in the gas
on different scales. To do this, we calculate the velocity dispersion
within spheres of different radii within our simulation. The spheres
are chosen randomly, the centres between the G and H dimensions of a
simulation at a given snapshot, and within |I | < 10 pc. We take 1000
spheres for a given radius and calculate the average dispersion across
our 1000 samples. We note that for small radii, only a small number
of particles are typically selected, likely from different environments
for each sphere, so the dispersions tend to be quite noisy.
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Supernovae and photoionizing feedback 7

Figure 5. Temperature PDFs for all gas particles at four timestamps in the simulations. The time of 0.5 Myr shows the inherited PDF from the galaxy scale
simulations (Dobbs & Pringle 2013). At 3.3 Myr this is still before the first SN so this shows the initial impact of photoionization. The temperature at 6.6 Myr
shows the impact of significant photoionization (heating gas to 104 ) and the effect of tens of SNe (heating gas to 107 K). After 9.9 Myr around 1000 SNe have
occurred.

Figure 6. Density-temperature phase diagrams for the no feedback run (left) and the run with both ionizing and SNe feedback with 10% efficiency (right). The
full range of both temperature and density space have been divided up into 250 bins each. The number of SPH gas particles in each bin is plotted on the colour
axis, making the bins mass weighted. In the left hand panel molecular gas can be found in the tail to the bottom right and the warm neutral medium just above
104 K is seen as a nearly horizontal feature. In the right hand panel the warm ionised medium and the hot ISM can also be seen.
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8 T. J. R. Bending, C. L. Dobbs and M. R. Bate

Figure 7 shows the velocity dispersion for all the different models
at times of 4.7 Myr (top), 7.5 Myr (centre) and 8.7 Myr (lower).
To some extent, and particularly in the No Feedback case, the ve-
locity dispersions will be set from the initial galaxy simulation and
dynamics of the gas. At the earlier time, the gas dispersion is higher
at all radii when photoionization is included. The SNe have not yet
occurred in the simulation so the ’Both 50%’ model is identical to
the photoionization model at most radii (and likewise the ‘SNe only’
model compared to the ‘No Feedback’ model). For the ‘Both 10%’
model the photoionization has a lower effect on the dispersions, and
little effect at high length scales.
At 7.5 Myr, the model with photoionsation and SNe shows the

highest velocity dispersion, with these feedback processes increas-
ing the velocity dispersion from ∼ 1 km s−1 to ∼ 3 km s−1 at 10
pc length scales. There is less increase in the velocity dispersion at
larger radii. At the latest time, the velocity dispersion is driven up
higher at 10-50 pc suggesting the SNe continue to drive velocities
up to larger scales. Reaching higher dispersions at longer (> 50 pc)
length scales may take longer than our simulations run for. We also
see that the ‘Both 50%’ model now has higher velocity dispersions
compared to the other simulations The models with supernovae, and
photoionization on their own show slightly higher dispersions than
the no feedback model. Overall though we find that both photoion-
ization and supernovae contribute to driving motions, or turbulence,
and photoionization seems to have slightly greater effect than super-
novae.
We also show on Figure 7 a Larson type relation (Larson 1981) of

f = 10−0.2;0.5 as observed for Milky Way clouds and complexes by
Nguyen-Luong et al. (2016) (see also e.g. Solomon et al. 1987; Brunt
2003;Heyer&Brunt 2004).We note that unlike the observations here
we have not necessarily used GMCs, but consider all the gas. At later
times, the velocity dispersions exceed the typical observed values in
the ‘Both 50%’ model, likely indicative of feedback being too strong
in this model. The velocity dispersion in the more realistic ‘Both
10%’ model matches the observed relation quite well at most length
scales, whilst the SNe only and No feedback models tend to have
slightly lower velocity dispersions. We note though that in all cases
the feedback is far from equilibrium, the photoionization and SNe
do not occur from the start of the simulation, and SNe occur only at
later times, so we can only see the relative effects of photoionization
versus SNe, and that the models with only photoionization or SNe
have difficulty reaching or maintaining high velocity dispersions. We
plan to showmodels where feedback is relatively uniform throughout
the duration of the simulations in future work.

3.4 Cloud properties

In this sectionwe compare the properties of clouds in the four fiducial
simulations. We find the clouds using the same friends of friends
algorithm used in our previous paper (Bending et al. 2020). Particles
are considered to be in a cloud if they are within some length scale of
at least one other particle in that cloud. We use three distinct length
scales 0.24, 0.37 and 0.55 pc, only considering particles above 300,
100 and 25 atoms cm−3 respectively. These basically produce features
with different surface densities on different scales, those with 0.24 pc
are similar to clumps of mass 100-1000 M� whilst the length scale
of 0.55 pc produces features corresponding to molecular clouds up
to 104 or 105 M� (see Figure 8).

The impact of photoionization and SNe on cloudmasses are shown
in Figure 8. Photoionization has the greatest impact on cloud masses
(left versus right panels), suppressing the maximum mass by up to
an order of magnitude and generally producing fewer clouds except

Figure 7. The velocity dispersion (calculated as described in the text) is
shown versus different length scales at times of 4.7 Myr (top panel), 7.5 Myr
(middle panel) and 8.7 Myr (lower panel) for the different models. At the
earlier time, SNe are not yet effective, but photoionization has still increased
the dispersion. The models with both photoionization and SNe show the
highest dispersions at the last time frame, though the magnitudes are more
consistent with observations in the ‘Both 10%’ model. The dashed line shows
f ∝ ;0.5. Error bars show the uncertainty for the ‘Both 50% model’, error
bars are similar or smaller (particularly at large lengths at the 8.7 Myr time)
for other models.
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Supernovae and photoionizing feedback 9

Figure 8. Histograms of mass are shown for clouds of the 3 definitions in Section 3.4. On the left we compare cloud masses for simulations including both
photoionization and SNe, and just photoionization, at a time of 7.5 Myr. On the right we compare the model with SNe with having no feedback. Ionization has
the greatest impact on cloud masses, reducing the maximum cloud mass significantly. SNe also reduce cloud masses but have a much smaller impact.

at the lowest masses with the 0.55 pc length scale. When both forms
of feedback are included, supernovae also further lower the numbers
of clouds and in particular the number of the most massive clouds,
although the effect is much less than photoionization. When pho-
toionization is not included, SNe only have a very slight impact on
the cloud masses.

Figure 9 shows histograms of the virial parameter of the clouds.
Similar to the indications from the column density plots and the cloud

masses, we find that the biggest differences to the virial parameters
occur with (left) and without (right) photoionization. As shown in
Bending et al. (2020), the distribution of U is shifted to higher values
of U with photoionization and the minimum and peak in U tend to
be higher (though the maximum U is slight lower). Supernovae have
relatively little effect on the cloud virial parameters, however they do
appear to lead to a higher maximum value of U, so a few clouds with
larger virial parameter. Generally the supernovae appear to slightly
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10 T. J. R. Bending, C. L. Dobbs and M. R. Bate

Figure 9. Histograms of virial parameter are shown for clouds of the 3 definitions in Section 3.4. On the left we compare virial parameters for including both
photoionization and SNe, and just photoionization, at a time of 7.5 Myr. On the right we compare the model with SNe with having no feedback. In both cases,
ionization has the biggest impact, shifting the peak in the virial parameters to higher values (though reducing the maximum virial parameters). SNe have a little
impact, in some cases the number of clouds with high virial parameters is increased slighlty, particularly when there is no ionization.

broaden the distribution of U. So whilst both the photoionization and
SNe appear to increase the velocity dispersion of the gas generally
(Section 3.3), photoionization appears to more strongly determine
the kinematics of clouds.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out simulations investigating the combined effect
of photoionization and SNe on the ISM along a section of spiral
arm. We find that photoionization appears to have a much greater
impact than SNe feedback on the structure of the gas. In agreement
with previous studies, SNe also have a different impact depending on
whether they occur in low density regions, where ionizing feedback
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Supernovae and photoionizing feedback 11

has occurred, compared to high density regions, if ionizing feedback
is not included. Photoionization converts the surrounding dense gas
to warm low density gas. SNewhich occur in this environment lead to
more spherical shaped bubbles, and simply heat gas which is already
warm to even higher temperatures. Any dense gas, and young stars,
which lie at the edge of an ionisation region may then appear at the
edge of a SNe bubble.
When SNe occur in the absence of photoionization, they tend to

cool more quickly and are less able to heat up the surrounding gas
to high temperatures. Also because they are expanding into higher
density, structured gas, they tend to form highly asymmetric bubbles.
Those that do heat up the gas lead to clearer holes due to the stronger
contrast in densities between the supernova remnant and surrounding
gas. For our ’Both 50%’ model, photoionizing feedback has a very
strong impact on the gas.We tested a less extreme casewith our ‘Both
10%’ model, which includes a lower and likely a more realistic level
of photoionization. This still shows photoionizing feedback domi-
nating SNe, and the SNe bubbles forming in low density medium, as
described above.
Although we used the same SNe feedback prescription as Dobbs

et al. (2011), where the feedback fairly readily dispersed clouds, the
outcome of the feedback on the smaller scales here is somewhat dif-
ferent. This could be due to a number of reasons. Firstly the SNe in
these simulations are inserted later (i.e. 5 Myr or more after star for-
mation) which coupled with the higher resolution means in the SNe
only run they are inserted into denser gas. Secondly the higher res-
olution means that the SNe feedback preferentially fills low density
regions and channels between high density filaments. These sim-
ply would not have been resolved in lower resolution galaxy scale
simulations. In these higher resolution simulations, the photoioniz-
ing feedback has the strongest impact on dispersing clouds. We also
see with the photoionizing feedback that continuing photoionization
past the point SNe occur is incorrect because this produces too much
warm gas rather than maintaining a two phase medium.
It is important to point out that this work does not resolve cluster

dynamics and therefore underestimates the influence of runaway O
and B stars. Drew et al. (2021) find that between 10 and 20 per cent
of O stars in the Carina Arm are runaways. As a result of this the
impact of SNe on the ISM may be underestimated in this work.
We also investigate the contribution of photoionization and SNe

to turbulent motions in the ISM. We find that photoionization or
SNe tend to be a little lower than observed velocity dispersions, and
in the ionization only model, the dispersions are starting to decay
slightly. Our ’Both 50%’ model produces too high velocities com-
pared with observations, but with a 10% efficiency, the dispersions
agree reasonably well. We caution though that our simulations are
not in equilibrium, and in most models with feedback the velocity
dispersions are still fluctuating over the duration of the simulations
(and in particular still increasing at larger length scales).
We have not considered either radiation pressure or winds. We

leave the first to future work, however in Ali et al. (2022) we found
that the impact of winds is less than photoionization and winds act
primarily to excavate small . 10 pc cavities around feedback emitting
sinks. Likewise the winds contribute to velocity dispersions, but the
results fromAli et al. (2022) suggest this occurs on fairly small scales.
A second caveat is that we assume some efficiency for the feedback,
here our fiducial choice of 50%was too high and probably 10-20% is
more realistic. This efficiency reflects that we do not resolve down to
star-forming scales. The value for the efficiency should correspond
to the efficiency at the scales masses of gas are turned into stars each
time star formation takes place. These masses in our simulations
will be smaller than a molecular cloud but higher than a core, and

also dependent on the sink parameters. We further note that at higher
resolutions, photoionizing feedback would also be occurring initially
in denser gas than we can resolve. Also as mentioned previously, our
feedback only occurs in our simulations once stars have formed, and
SNe only occur after stars reach the end of their lives, when in reality
feedback should be occurring in stars already present at the outset of
the simulations.
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